A fast modeling method to calculate the scattered field in heterogeneous media is introduced in this work. The total field 18 calculated by the phase-screen propagator, which is a wide-angle oneway wave propagator and therefore includes the forward scattering effect of the heterogeneities in the calculation. Then the representation integral is used to calculate the scattered field. After presenting the theory and method of implementation, numerical examples are given to demonstrate the feasibility of the method. It is shown that the method can calculate the scattered field for large scatterers with much superior quality over the Born approximation. 
INTRODUCTION
Fast modeling method8 and algorithms in complex heterogeueoua media, especially for 3D media, are crucial to the development of imaging or inversion methods, the interpretation and application of seismic exploration. Finite difference and finite ele ment methods, which in principle can model wave propagation in aribitrarily heterogeneous media, are very time consuming, even formidable in the case of 3D tomographic experiments in which many sources are used and for each source a finite difference run ie needed. Some high-frequency approximate methods, such a8 the Bay-Born algorithm, have been developed. However, this type method use8 the ray approximation a8 the proopagator and therefore can not treat the wave phenomena in the backgrounbd media. In addition, the Born approximation will lose its validity for large body scatterers. In this work we present a new modeling method in complex media, which can calculate the scattered where H is the thickness of the inhomogeneous medium, u(r) is the total field. Here we discuss only the 2D ca8e. 
Substituting the G(kg,O; Z,E) of vertically varying background into (6) yields u(ic,,' J) = ; l*dr J& field of arbitrary heterogeneities. The phase-screen propagator is used for the calculation of forward propagated total field. Then the scattered field can be calculated by a representation integral using the background Green' s function. The method doe8 not invoke the Born approximation and therefore can be applied to the ca8e of large volume scatterers. The only approximation made in the derivation is the calculation of tatal field using phase-screen method which is an oneway wave propagator and therefore neglects multiple-scattered wave8. However, for most the cases of B~~BIII~C exploration or the crustal and mantle seismology, the velocity contrasts between the targets and the background media are weak enough to ensure the validity of neglecting the multiplescattered waves. the method ha8 a fast computation speed, especially in applications to tomographic simulations or experiments. In these cases, the calculation of scattered field for a lartge munber of eource8 will cost almost no extra computation than a single source, which is very advantageous compared to other modeling algorithms.
THE CALCULATION OF SCATTERED FIELD
We start from the scalar wave equation 
Equation (16) is the parabolic-type equation and Q is called the square-root operator. In order to separate the operation of the transversal Laplacian Vi from the heterogeneity operation n(r), we followed the method of wide-angle operator symmetric splitting by Feit and Fleck (1978), which is valid for wide-angle diffraction and approaches to the parabolic approximation for small angle diffraction. The square-root operator Q is approximated by We see that in equation (18) 
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
The prodedure of calculating the backward scattered field using phase-screen propagator can be summarized into the following steps:
1. Propagate the total field including the forward scattered field from the source on or near the surface to depth t to obtain ~(2, z).
For each depth, calculate Y(z,t) = V(z,z)u(z,e) = w2[s2(z,z) -&z)]u(2,2).

Fourier transform Y(z, z) + Y&s, z).
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We have developed a new modeling method which calculates the scattered field of arbitrary heterogeneities in vertically varyinhg background by the representation integral in which the total field is calculated using the phase-screen propagator. Theory and numerical examples show the superior quality of synthetic seismic sections over the Born approximation. The method has a fast computation speed, and is especially advantageous for the tomographic configurations, in which synthetic data for a large number of sources using this method will cost almost no extra computation time than a single source.
The forward scattered field can be calculated in a similar way. However, it may be also obtained by substracting the incident field which is easy to derive by propagating the waves in the backgrond medium, from the total field.
In order to avoid the abasing problem for the high kg components, we adopt a wavenumber filter using the butterworth window (Nautiyal 1988). We also use a cosine taper in space domain to reduce the "boundary reflection". 
